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I.  Biblical Basis 

 

So Jesus grew both tall and wise, and was loved by God and man (Lk. 2:52 ~ TLB). 

 

As they were straining their eyes for another glimpse, suddenly two white-robed men were 

standing there among them, and said, "Men of Galilee, why are you standing here staring 

at the sky? Jesus has gone away to heaven, and some day, just as he went, he will return!" 

(Acts 1:10-11 ~ TLB). 

 

After David had served his generation according to the will of God, he died and was buried 

(Acts 13:36 ~ TLB). 

 
II.  Introduction 

 

Change is inevitable.  The only things that don’t change, are dead.  Yet change is often 

uncomfortable.  This chapter will focus upon change, and how it affects marriages.  Dr.  Norman 

Wright authored a book titled, “Seasons of a Marriage, in which he said, "Change in marriage is 

inevitable.  If we view it realistically, we can use it to build positive relationships," (Wright, 

1982, p. 14).  Conversely, if one attempts to make a marriage stay just as it was last year, or 

“when we first got married,” change will still occur, but it will tend to be more traumatic.   

 

The challenge of maturity is not that of causing the sun to stand still, but of learning how to dress 

when the sun rises versus when it sets.  In all phases of the sun there are necessary transitions.  

One does not dress the same in winter as in summer.  One does not dress the same on a rainy day 

as on a sunny day.   

 

Yet it is often normal changes from one phase to another that cause marriages to struggle.  In 

fact, when couples present for therapy the first questions some family therapists ask have to do 

with transitions and changes in a marriage, knowing that these are frequently the underlying root 

of problems. 

 

All living things pass through identifiable phases.  In the life of a normal human being the 

following stages are consistent: 

 

  1. Birth 



  2. Infancy   

  3. Childhood   

  4. Adolescence   

  5. Early adulthood  

  6. Middle age   

  7. Old age   

  8. Death.    

 

For a person to attempt to remain in one stage, or force another person to remain in a stage, will 

certainly result in damage to both the person and the system.  Yet there is a sense of both joy and 

grief as a child passes from infancy to childhood, or from childhood to adolescence.  And how 

many adolescents and parents have struggled together as the young person “hatched” from 

childhood into young adulthood.  

 

Christ went through many stages and transitions.  He grew through adolescence and scripture 

notes that he “grew both tall and wise, and was loved by God and man” (Lk. 2:52 ~ TLB).  His 

final transition was from earth to heaven, and as he made this transition scripture records that as 

his followers “…were straining their eyes for another glimpse, suddenly two white-robed men 

were standing there among them, and said, ‘Men of Galilee, why are you standing here staring at 

the sky? Jesus has gone away to heaven, and some day, just as he went, he will return!’” (Acts 

1:10-11 ~ TLB). 

 

It’s certain that his disciples would have wished he had not undergone the transition of leaving 

them, but he promised that if he left, he would send something better ~ the indwelling presence 

of the Holy Spirit.  In this transaction we see that changes and transitions lead toward 

improvements.  Let’s use this as a working hypothesis as we browse a few theorists’ ideas 

regarding transition and change within family systems. 

 

Five Minute Reflection 
 

What are some stages through which you have gone in your own life, and can you identify one 

“life lesson” that actually forced you to transition to the next stage? 

 

III.  Stages of Marital Growth 

 

 A.  Galinsky’s stages of parenting 

 

Susan Galinsky (1987) organized her understanding of family life cycling around six stages of 

parenthood.  She observed that prior to each of these stages there are transitions which prepare 

the person for the next stage.  Indeed, she observed that during each stage there are transitions 

which are part of the stage itself….. 

 


